CMS Facilities Subcommittee

Present:

Sanborn Library
Concord, MA 01742
February 7, 2017

John Flaherty, Deputy Superintendent of Finance and Operations; Matthew Root,
Community Volunteer; Brian Schlegel, Facilities Manager; Eve Isenberg, Community
Volunteer; Tom Dalicandro, CMS Teacher; Karin Baker, CMS Teacher; Maria McDermott,
CMS Teacher; Diana Rigby, Superintendent, Christopher Popov, Volunteer; Lauryn Gorli,
Volunteer; Heather Bout, School Committee; Matthew Wells, Sr. Business Analyst; Matt
Andersen-Miller, Volunteer; Drew Rosenshine, Interim Middle School Principal; Wally
Johnston, School Committee;
Presenters Regan Shields and Pat Morss from Finegold Alexander Architects

I.

Introductions
Heather Bout called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. and noted that the meeting is being
recorded. She welcomed everyone, introduced Regan Shields and Pat Morss from Finegold
Alexander Architects (FAA), and had brief introductions.

II.

Public Comments: None

III.

Motion to approve previous meeting minutes (regular session):
Motion to approve by Chris Popov, seconded by Eve Isenberg, approved unanimously.

IV.

FAA Presentation
From FAA Minutes (minutes attached, presentation attached):
1. The agenda was for Finegold Alexander Architects (FAA) to present the study team’s Existing
Conditions Report and a draft prioritization of recommended actions with budget costs for a
10-year Maintenance Plan. FAA distributed hard copies of the PowerPoint presentation, and
a link was circulated in advance of the meeting for downloading the entire report.
2. The presentation included:
 Summary of existing conditions at the Sanborn and Peabody Buildings.
 Updated site and floor plans.
 Itemizing of consultant team observations warranting attention during a 10-year
maintenance period.
 Spreadsheet for each building prioritizing action items as “Required,” “Recommended,”
“Optional,” or “Other” (not budgeted) for the 10-year plan. Budget estimates included.
 Considerations including inefficiencies of operating two CMS facilities, and additional
code compliance requirements that would be triggered by large projects.
 Schedule of next steps for completion of the CMS Facility Study, town meetings and
approvals, and interaction with the MSBA.
3. Discussion items regarding the presentation (10-year Maintenance Plan) included:
 Dealing with hazardous materials during the Concord-Carlisle High School project was
more costly than anticipated.
 Concerns for snow load on roofs and probable maintenance costs over next 10 years.
 Obtain estimates for roof replacements and move from “Other” to “Recommended”
priority.
 Operating two CMS buildings requires 5 additional teachers, and additional support and
maintenance staff.









Committee members asked to give feedback on the presentation findings, with particular
attention to items that should be “Recommended” as opposed to “Optional.”
Peabody classrooms are unacceptable with lightweight partitions and insufficient
soundproofing (difficult for hearing-challenged students).
It would be helpful to understand what code compliance triggers would come into play
during the 10-year maintenance plan. There are numerous scenarios, and this will be
studied after further refinement of priority projects.
There is poor ventilation in the Sanborn auditorium, and temperature control (with
essentially no air conditioning) is varied throughout the building.
The Sanborn gymnasium floor is at the basement level without daylight, and ventilation is
poor.
The three modular classroom sets are lost investment in terms of sale or relocation.

4. Considerations for Study completion (50-year Long Term Plan):
 For long term plan, need to identify difference in probable cost for maintaining, operating,
expanding, and incorporating educational advances into two buildings, as opposed to
constructing a new CMS.
 The 50-year plan must include needs and advances to transform the teaching
environment, not just the physical plant concerns of the 10-year plan.
 How quickly might funding be available from the State as we compare short and long
term plans?
 Reference the 2005 early High School study which indicated that retaining the existing
building would be more expensive than a new building over a 50-year period.
 Costs for recent new middle school buildings have been in the $75-$80M range for
student populations similar to CMS.
 Operating costs for new buildings are considerably reduced when existing buildings are
replaced.
 The MSBA building size standard for CMS’s 700 students is 115,000 SF. Sanborn and
Peabody represent nearly 150,000 SF to maintain.
 Why continue to invest in Peabody, which was not designed as a middle school? There
are opportunities for reuse. The MSBA probably would not invest in two buildings.
5. Next Steps and Schedule:
 FAA should meet independently with teachers, support staff, and a parents group for
input on educational and operational deficiencies, as well as long term goals. Drew
Rosenshine will set up teacher and support staff meetings for the afternoon of 2/15/17.
 Diana Rigby will tour the cutting-edge Willard Elementary School with FAA the same day.
 The parents meeting will tentatively take place the week of February 27th following
vacation.
 The next Study Committee meeting is Tuesday 3/21/17, and the following meeting
tentatively Wednesday 4/12/17.
 This year a Statement of Interest (SOI) will be due to the MSBA shortly after the April
Town Meeting which is Monday 4/24/17.
End of Presentation
V.

Discussion
Roofs were not covered in the handouts or presentation. The district has concern of the useful
life. The 0-10 year study presented was really about assessing if a large investment is made in
the two facilities that it will pay off or possibly accelerate major renovation or replacement. It is
noted that similar to what was seen in the high school project, the expense grows quickly (to $30
million plus) prior to any addressing of programmatic or curriculum challenges. This current

process is about keeping the building running for a possible 10 years. The MSBA process does
not guarantee entry the first time submitted.
“Required Action” section was more code based in items identified, focusing on health and safety.
A question was asked as to if we are missing any educational mandates, or if we have inclusion
issues. There is no accrediting body for the middle school. Timeline until MSBA funding will
change some of our required work items. We should now be focusing on renovation/replacement
of Sanborn and not focus energy on Peabody (beyond the 10 year improvements).
The 10 year improvement needs to also consider programmatic issues. Modular buildings are
not a great option, and they have little resale value.

VI.

Meetings
Future meetings will be in the Sanborn library. Next meeting scheduled for 3/21/2017.

VII.

Vote Vice Chairperson
Matt Anderson Miller volunteered to be vice chair. Vote to approve vice chair moved by Eve
Isenberg, second by Diana Rigby, approved unanimously.

VIII.

Adjourn
A motion was made to adjourn the CMS Facilities Subcommittee meeting at 7:40 p.m. by Diana
Rigby, second by Lauryn Gorli, the motions were unanimously approved.

Respectfully submitted,
Matthew Wells
Approved: 3/23/2017
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Project Name: Concord Middle School (CMS) Facility Study
Project No.:
44317.00
Subject:
Study Committee meeting at Sanborn Building, 2/7/2017
Present:

See sign-in sheet

Items:
1. The agenda was for Finegold Alexander Architects (FAA) to present the study team’s Existing
Conditions Report and a draft prioritization of recommended actions with budget costs for a 10-year
Maintenance Plan. FAA distributed hard copies of the PowerPoint presentation, and a link was
circulated in advance of the meeting for downloading the entire report.
2. The presentation included:
 Summary of existing conditions at the Sanborn and Peabody Buildings.
 Updated site and floor plans.
 Itemizing of consultant team observations warranting attention during a 10-year maintenance
period.
 Spreadsheet for each building prioritizing action items as “Required,” “Recommended,”
“Optional,” or “Other” (not budgeted) for the 10-year plan. Budget estimates included.
 Considerations including inefficiencies of operating two CMS facilities, and additional code
compliance requirements that would be triggered by large projects.
 Schedule of next steps for completion of the CMS Facility Study, town meetings and approvals,
and interaction with the MSBA.
3. Discussion items regarding the presentation (10-year Maintenance Plan) included:
 Dealing with hazardous materials during the Concord-Carlisle High School project was more
costly than anticipated.
 Concerns for snow load on roofs and probable maintenance costs over next 10 years.
 Obtain estimates for roof replacements and move from “Other” to “Recommended” priority.
 Operating two CMS buildings requires 5 additional teachers, and additional support and
maintenance staff.
 Committee members asked to give feedback on the presentation findings, with particular
attention to items that should be “Recommended” as opposed to “Optional.”
 Peabody classrooms are unacceptable with lightweight partitions and insufficient soundproofing
(difficult for hearing-challenged students).







It would be helpful to understand what code compliance triggers would come into play during the
10-year maintenance plan. There are numerous scenarios, and this will be studied after further
refinement of priority projects.
There is poor ventilation in the Sanborn auditorium, and temperature control (with essentially no
air conditioning) is varied throughout the building.
The Sanborn gymnasium floor is at the basement level without daylight, and ventilation is poor.
The three modular classroom sets are lost investment in terms of sale or relocation.

4. Considerations for Study completion (50-year Long Term Plan):
 For long term plan, need to identify difference in probable cost for maintaining, operating,
expanding, and incorporating educational advances into two buildings, as opposed to
constructing a new CMS.
 The 50-year plan must include needs and advances to transform the teaching environment, not
just the physical plant concerns of the 10-year plan.
 How quickly might funding be available from the State as we compare short and long term plans?
 Reference the 2005 early High School study which indicated that retaining the existing building
would be more expensive than a new building over a 50-year period.
 Costs for recent new middle school buildings have been in the $75-$80M range for student
populations similar to CMS.
 Operating costs for new buildings are considerably reduced when existing buildings are replaced.
 The MSBA building size standard for CMS’s 700 students is 115,000 SF. Sanborn and Peabody
represent nearly 150,000 SF to maintain.
 Why continue to invest in Peabody, which was not designed as a middle school? There are
opportunities for reuse. The MSBA probably would not invest in two buildings.
5. Next Steps and Schedule:
 FAA should meet independently with teachers, support staff, and a parents group for input on
educational and operational deficiencies, as well as long term goals. Drew Rosenshine will set up
teacher and support staff meetings for the afternoon of 2/15/17.
 Diana Rigby will tour the cutting-edge Willard Elementary School with FAA the same day.
 The parents meeting will tentatively take place the week of February 27th following vacation.
 The next Study Committee meeting is Tuesday 3/21/17, and the following meeting tentatively
Wednesday 4/12/17.
 This year a Statement of Interest (SOI) will be due to the MSBA shortly after the April Town
Meeting which is Monday 4/24/17.

If there are errors, discrepancies and/or omissions, please notify Finegold Alexander Architects within 24
hours of receipt of this report. After 24 hours, this report will be deemed correct in every aspect and
accepted by all concerned.

